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ABOUT THE BOOK

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Melissa Chapman was 23 years 
old and part of a happy, loving 
family. She had a decent job, a 

boyfriend she cared about, and friends 
she enjoyed. Yet she said goodbye to 
all of it. Carrying a puppy named Gypsy, 
she climbed aboard a horse and rode 
away from everything, heading west.

With no cell phone, no GPS, no support 
team or truck following with supplies, 
Chapman quickly learned that the reality 
of a cross-country horseback journey 
was quite different from the fantasy. 
Her solo adventure would immediately 
test her mental, physical, and emotional 
resources as she and her four-legged 
companions were forced to adapt to 
the dangers and loneliness of a trek that 
would span over 2,600 miles, beginning 

in New York State and reaching its end 
on the other side of the country, in 
California.

Enchanted by the freedom a nomadic 
life seemed to promise, the young 
woman would soon find herself only 
more deeply connected…to the animals 
that accompanied her, to the varying 
and challenging landscapes through 
which she traveled, and to the people 
she met on the farms and back roads 
that crisscross the United States. Her tale 
is part American road trip, part coming-
of-age adventure, and part uncommon 
love story—a remarkable memoir that 
explores the evolution of the human-
animal relationship, along with the raw 
beauty of a life lived outdoors.

Melissa A. Priblo Chapman is a 
freelance writer who has had 
work published in magazines 

including The Western Horse, Good 
Dog!, and Doggone. Her story “Gyp-
sy, Cross-Country Dog” appears in the 
book Traveler’s Tales: A Dog’s World 
alongside the work of such renowned 
authors as John Steinbeck and Gary 

Paulson. Chapman has been a paid 
speaker to over 100 organizations in re-
gard to her solo cross-country trip and 
is a member of the Long Riders Guild, a 
worldwide league of equestrian adven-
turers. Chapman is a married mother of 
four and lives in Upstate New York. She 
rides every day and continues to share 
life with her horses and dogs.

“In dreaming about 
my journey across the 
country, it seemed like

a free-spirited adventure, 
a lark on a grand scale. 
I never thought about 
how different alone is 

when it’s every night, or 
how different goodbye 

feels when it means for a 
very long time. Or what a 
huge responsibility it was 
to care for the horse who 
was giving his all, and the 

dog, so full of trust, 
who joined us.” 
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WATCH THE BOOK TRAILER

CLICK TO PLAY

“In Melissa Chapman’s debut memoir, we meet 
characters that are always interesting, and almost 

without fail, kind. We read writing that is succinct and 
evocative. The author’s relationship with her animals 

and love for the land does what Steinbeck’s Travels with 
Charley in Search of America did for me—it inspires both 
thoughtfulness and action—and that is my favorite kind 
of book. This girl, riding bravely across the continent, 

reminds us to appreciate the journey— 
for the end comes all too soon. 

“Distant Skies will move you, guaranteed.”

TIK MAYNARD
Author of  

 In the Middle Are the Horsemen 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aes8i_8vu4U


“My buckskin’s affectionate moments touched me  
the most. That muzzle, part of such a powerful animal, 
would come to rest in the spot between my shoulder 

and ear. There he would pause, waiting for me to 
scratch his neck. I could feel his breath and the  

velvet of his lips...to me, that was heaven.” 
From Distant Skies by

MELISSA A. PRIBLO CHAPMAN



Q&A WITH MELISSA A. PRIBLO CHAPMAN
This interview is free to use, in part or whole, in print and online publications

Your book Distant Skies chronicles a 
journey you took across the USA in 
1982. You were 23 and alone but for 
your animals—a horse and a dog, and 
later, a mule. Do you think a young per-
son could make that same journey to-
day? If so, how would it be different?

I definitely think a person, young or not-
so-young, could make a similar journey 
now. It’s a very physical experience but 
most importantly, it a journey of some-
one who is ready to step out of the famil-
iar world and at the same time be willing 
to become even more a part of the world 
around us. I know of several “Long Riders” 
who would be considered elderly who 
rode on this type of trip and much longer! 

But there are most definitely big differenc-
es between now and the eighties when I 
made my journey on horseback. The main 
one of course, being the advancement of 
technology, which created a dependence 
on constant contact and electronics. 
Long-distance adventurers of today use 
these tools to know things like exact miles 
from one place to another…the days of 
directions like “go down the road a fair 
piece and watch for a dirt turnoff past a 
big red barn” are a thing of the past. Also 
gone is the adventure of getting lost, and 
finding your way by instinct, and using 
things like the sun and the stars! It’s a little 
sad to me that now it’s so easy to find out 

what’s up ahead beyond the curve of the 
road by looking at your computer or your 
phone, but the positive side of that is that 
it’s safer! And with GPS, blogging, social 
media...people will always know where 
you are and will be able to follow your 
journey along with you.

Also, in the years between then and now, 
many rural places have become more 
suburban. I still ride almost every day and 
I can definitely say there are more plac-
es developed and more traffic on coun-
try roads, which horseback riders always 
have to consider.

Despite these changes, I know we will 
continue to hear of people trying, and 
sometimes completing, modern-day 
cross-country rides. It just calls to some 
people, and with the right horse and the 
right mindset, there is still open land and 
the open road. And the solid belief that 
really, most people out there in the world 
are good. I’ll always believe that.

When do you first remember dream-
ing about a cross-country adventure 
on horseback? Did it begin organi-
cally, or were you inspired by a book, 
movie, or event?

The desire to ride cross-country on a 
horse came from my own head and heart. 
I remember daydreaming about just liv-
ing on horseback and wandering around 

the country as a very young child. I re-
member once, in about seventh grade, 
telling a boy I went to school with that I 
was going to ride my horse across the 
whole country. I didn’t even own a horse, 
and he probably thought I was weird, but 
I remember that exact incident.

My father introduced me to the book 
The Travels of Jaimie McPheeters by 
Robert Lewis Taylor, about a boy and 
his father traveling west. It became my 
favorite book. I’m sure this, and many 
of the types of books I was interested 
in, fanned the flames of my dream.

Your journey became less about the 
places you went and more about the 
people you met along the way. Are you 
still in touch with those you came to 
know on your trip? 

I remember trying to assure my worried 
parents that horse people would help 
us out if needed. I did believe that, but 
I had absolutely no idea how much un-
known people would become part of 
our journey. How the way of passing 
us along from one farm to another, and 
checking up on us and watching out for 
us, would become one of the reasons 
we actually completed the whole thing. 
So many people, and I should say, not 
just horse people, became interested 
and emotionally invested in seeing me 
and my animals follow my dream and ac-
complish our goal—it still amazes me to 
this day. After my first draft of the book, 
when I had to make my book a shorter, 
more manageable size, I hated having 
to eliminate some of their stories, be-

cause they were so important to me!

Many of those special people you meet 
in the book are a part of my life to this 
day. Several of my “trip families” were 
at my wedding. Nancy Goodman and 
I can still talk until phone batteries die. 
Naomi and I write and occasionally see 
each other. A story that comes to mind 
is the day my first child was born, I woke 
up after an emergency C-section to see 
my baby, my husband, my mom, my sis-
ter, and a vase of yellow roses from Tom 
and Barb Kee, who had been waiting 
by the phone in Kansas. So absolutely, 
many treasured and life-long friend-
ships came from this journey. 

Your story was covered by many news-
papers and small town media outlets, 
including television stations and radio. 
What was it about your trip that report-
ers were most interested in? What were 
one or two questions they always asked?  

The trip itself was an unusual thing to 
do, and a horse in towns or packed up 
for travel does attract attention, which 
attracts media. I think what really in-



trigued reporters the most was that I 
was female and alone. News reporters 
also often seemed surprised to learn it 
was just me and my animals—no cause, 
not raising money or awareness or 
spreading the word about anything. 
The question I got asked the most was 
simply, “Why? Why are you doing this?” 
And for a while, I had several reasons 
but no real answer. After a while I be-
gan to see it was about freedom.

I also answered a lot of questions about 
Rainy. He was a horse that gravitated to-
ward people, and he was gentle and cu-
rious and well behaved so reporters and 
other people just liked him so much. 

You depended upon the Post Office, of-
ten planning mail stops in specific towns 
in order to send and receive letters from 
people back home, as well as the new 
friends you made on the road. How key 
was the Post Office to your journey? 

Ah, mail and the Post Office became 
a part of my journey in several ways. 
My friends and people at home would 
send letters to my home address and 
my mother would save them, pack 
them up, and send them to a Post Of-
fice, “Care of General Delivery”—some-
where I’d picked out on a map in the 
general direction we were headed. As I 
traveled, I was often lonesome, and so 
I really looked forward to those letters! 
Also, it was a way people I met and new 
friends I made could keep in touch and 
follow our progress. I tried to write 
postcards back to almost everyone, 
while sitting in my tent by lantern light. 
By the time we were in the far western 
states, my packs of mail were packed 
full! This made me feel connected to 
people as we traveled. 

Another neat aspect was that people 
we met would often write separately to 
my parents. They felt the need to tell 
them they’d seen us and that we were 
okay. Often, they would tell my parents 
not to worry and that they had a good 
feeling about us, and that they were 
keeping us in their prayers. This meant 
the world to my parents.

I recently found many sacks of mail my 
parents and I received during my trip, 
and it touched my heart all over again.

Were you ever tempted to go on anoth-
er horseback adventure following your 
trip with Rainy, Gypsy, and Amanda?

Q&A WITH MELISSA A. PRIBLO CHAPMAN I often thought about other horseback 
journeys, but honestly, thinking about it 
and being tempted to do it are two very 
different things! That time in my life was 
perfect for me to do it then. It would have 
to feel like that again. But oh, the far away 
places and the back roads are still part of 
my life: riding on my horse I have now, 
and driving trips, and hiking. And I’ll nev-
er say never. I think the thought of riding 
away and the freedom it brings will al-
ways be inside me somewhere.

You’re now a mother of four children. 
Have any of your kids ever pursued 
a dream like you did? If one of them 
wished to travel solo across the country, 
what would you say? 

ALL of my kids are travelers! None of 
them care to do it on horseback, but 
they are interested and curious and fear-
less about exploring our country and 
our roads, and often will go solo. And 
my two sons are very drawn to solo trips 
off the beaten track, talking to people in 
diners, just seeing what’s out there. It’s 
not on horseback, but that pull to get 
“out there” is in them, too.

I absolutely worry, but I also absolutely 
encourage this!

You had Rainy, Gypsy, and Amanda in 
your life for many years after your jour-
ney together. What kind of role did they 
play in the aftermath of your adventure?

Rainy, Gypsy, and Amanda taught me 
so much. They helped teach me to tune 
in to my own instincts and to notice the 
natural world around me. They showed 

me that home and family is about be-
ing with the ones you love who love you 
back, no matter where you are. 

They were all a part of my kids’ child-
hoods. Rainy is the first horse any of my 
children ever sat on. Gypsy sat, on guard, 
next to the bassinet when each of them 
were babies. And Amanda was part of 
my life longer than I’ve been married, 
or lived with my parents, or worked any-
where! Their contribution to my life and 
my family, and the joy they all brought 
me is immeasurable.

What is one thing you hope readers will 
take away from your book?

This is an important question to me. 

I think it’s an uplifting story and that peo-
ple will be glad they read it. 

But I’m especially hoping that someone 
who reads my book may be inspired 
to pursue their own dream, whatever it 
may be. I’m hoping that people will be 
reminded of the America that is about 
freedom and kindness. I hope readers 
can see that woven throughout the sto-
ries is a reminder that there’s goodness 
everywhere, and that even on the bad 
days, there’s still the possibility of find-
ing that goodness somehow. And that 
you have to believe in yourself and be 
open to believing in others. And that 
when things don’t go as planned or 
things are hard, you just keep going. 

You just have to keep going.



“Distant Skies is a story 
about courage, adventure, and 

the beauty of America. You’ll fall in love 
with ‘Missy’ Chapman as you travel along 

with her and her animal companions 
while they discover the soul 

of our nation.” 

AUDREY PAVIA
Author of  Horses for Dummies 

and Hollywood Hoofbeats



EXCERPT  
FROM DISTANT SKIES

This excerpt is free to use, in part or whole, in print and online publications

“It was supposed to be a twenty- 
mile day but as evening neared, 
I knew I’d miscalculated, and we 

were riding farther and longer than I’d 
planned. I kept thinking we’d come to 
Higley Park Campground, where we 
were expected, around the next bend in 
the road.

Twilight turned to darkness. I pushed 
on, knowing that someone was watch-
ing for us.

It was late when we reached our des-
tination, and I finally tended to my an-
imals and made camp. As I sat outside 
my tent, watching Rainy eat, I berated 
myself for the day’s schedule, worrying 
that I’d pushed my horse and dog too 
hard, all for my own sense of security. I 
must become more adaptable and learn 
to improvise, I thought. I had to always 
put Rainy first, as I’d sworn I would.

As I watched Rainy lower himself down 
and lie flat on the grass to sleep, I won-
dered if it was normal behavior for him. 
It made me realize there were holes 
in what even the most devoted horse 
owners knew about their equines. I was 
now living with Rainy every day and ev-
ery night. We would be eating togeth-
er, sleeping right near each other, and 
watching every hour pass together. I’d

be able to observe firsthand how my 
horse adapted to the variables that this 
trip would bring: changes in feed, cli-
mate, and terrain. I’d see how he used 
his different senses in each new situ-
ation. How would he act when he was 
introduced to new horses? Would the 
long and steady walking every day build 
him up or run him down?

I’d be monitoring his physical condition, 
and as we traveled, I’d share daily life 
with my horse in a way that was not com-
mon in the modern world. Would Rainy, 
separate now from his equine family 
back home, transfer his strong herd as-
sociation to me and Gypsy?

As my animals and I came to depend 
on each other for all that we needed, I’d 
have a unique opportunity to learn how 
deep our bond could get.

Assuring myself that my horse was tired 
but seemed okay, I crawled into the 
tent, where Gypsy was already asleep. 
Exhausted by the long hours in the sad-
dle and worry, I vowed to make the next 
day short and easy.

The first thing I saw when I crawled 
from the tent in the morning was Rainy’s 
perfect black hooves and his charcoal 
muzzle as he steadily worked his way 
through thick bunches of grass. I ran my

hands over his body, 
checking for heat and sore-
ness, talking to him while 
he grazed. He twitched an 
ear and swung his head 
around to look at me.

The sun hadn’t been up 
long when Rainy, Gypsy, 
and I were off again, back 
down the mountain road 
we’d climbed wearily in 
the dark the night before. 
The sky was a vibrant blue. 
Hemlocks rose majestically 
on both sides of the narrow 
lane of pavement, keeping 
the air refreshingly cool.

At the village of Forksville 
we rode across the wood-
en planks of a covered bridge one 
hundred and fifty feet long and built in 
1850, but still in use for everyday traffic. 
Rainy’s hoof beats echoed a sound from 
the past, and we stopped in the middle 
to look out over the beauty of the flow-
ing creek and forested hills beyond.

Outside town again, Rainy walked along 
steadily, Gypsy trotting beside us. I was 
lulled by the familiar creak of saddle 
leather, the rhythm of Rainy’s stride, and 
the birdsong. It was only a few miles be-
fore we rounded a bend and came upon 
an artesian spring.

The water bubbled up cleanly, dampen-
ing the ground under Gypsy’s paws. An 
old milk can sat nearby, a tin cup on top, 
and a ladle hung from a nail on a tree.

I got off Rainy, and because it seemed 
right, I filled the ladle and gave Gypsy a 
drink, then I drank, too, splashing the icy 
spring water on my face like the bless-
ing it was before we moved on.

Like the covered bridge, the mountain 
spring invited us to stop for a moment 
and reflect. It was a message saying, 
Slow down, traveler. Just a day after I’d 
pushed my horse too hard, just as I was 
telling myself to look around and be 
grateful, here were real reminders of the 
reasons why I wanted to travel across 
the country on horseback: The belief 
that there were beautiful little forgotten 
things out in the world, waiting for those 
of us in the slow lane to discover them.



A LOOK BACK 
WITH MELISSA A. PRIBLO CHAPMAN

These photos and captions are free to use, in part or whole, in print and online publications

Along her journey, now almost 40 years ago, “Missy” Chapman was given 
gifts, talismans, and good luck charms by the people she met along the way. 
Some she carried along with her to California, some she mailed home to 

keep her load light, but all of them she kept. We learn the stories of many of these 
items in the pages of Distant Skies, and Melissa has shared these photos of what 
key items from her adventure look like today.

“It was hard to say goodbye, especially when  
Jill handed me her jade horse necklace and a note.”

On the trail, Melissa received packets of forwarded  
mail in care of General Delivery.

Turquoise gifts and a rattlesnake skin Melissa was 
given on a reservation to keep rattlers away. She 
kept it with her for the rest of her journey!

A few of the hats and t-shirts she was given  
along the way.

Melissa’s original tent, almost 40 years later. Eureka! 
Camping of Binghamton, New York, sponsored her.

Camping gear provided by Eureka! 

More hats from across the country! A shot glass from the Pioneer Hotel and Gambling 
Hall in Laughlin, Nevada.

The seat of the saddle Melissa used on her trip, 
one of Rainy’s horse shoes, Gypsy’s collar, and a 
turquoise ring she was given in Arizona.

Melissa’s ring with holy medals given to her to 
ensure safe passage.
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